Immunoelectron microscopic analysis of the binding of monoclonal antibodies to molecular variants of human placental alkaline phosphatase.
Three monoclonal antibodies with distinct antigenic specificities were examined by electron microscopy for their binding to three common genetic variants (SS, FS, and FF) of human placental alkaline phosphatase. In the reaction with the monoclonal antibody H5, all three variants of human placental alkaline phosphatase preferentially formed circular immune complexes composed of two antibodies and two enzyme molecules. In separate reactions with the F11 and B2 monoclonal antibodies, the SS variant formed circular complexes and the FS variant formed Y-shaped complexes composed of one antibody and two enzyme molecules, whereas the FF variant scarcely reacted. These results confirm immunochemical data showing that H5 binds to both S and F subunits with similar affinities, whereas F11 and B2 bind the S subunit with markedly higher affinity than they do the F subunit. Furthermore, the formation of circular complexes in the reaction of the mixture of the two antibodies, F11 and B2, with FS molecules suggests that these two antibodies bind to different sites on the S subunit. Therefore, the F and S subunits differ from one another at more than one site. This is the first indication that alleles of human placental alkaline phosphatase may result from more than just single point mutations in the gene encoding them.